1. THE LONG GOOD FRIDAY - OPENING CREDITS
2. OVERTURE
3. “YOU NEED A MILLION DOLLAR
COMPUTER TO UNDERSTAND THIS”
DIALOGUE - BOB HOSKINS

4. THE SCENE IS SET
5. “HAROLD, TO KEEP IT ALL INCOGNITO”
DIALOGUE - BRIAN HAYES, BOB HOSKINS

6. AT THE POOL
7. “NOTHING UNUSUAL HE SAYS”
DIALOGUE - BOB HOSKINS

8. DISCOVERY
9. “COME ON DOWNSTAIRS”
DIALOGUE - BOB HOSKINS

10. THE ICE HOUSE
11. “AFTER WHAT HAPPENED
THIS MORNING”
DIALOGUE - BOB HOSKINS, PAUL BARBER

12. TALKING TO THE POLICE
VOCAL - BOB HOSKINS

13. “FOR MORE THAN TEN YEARS”
DIALOGUE - BOB HOSKINS

14. GUITAR INTERLUDES

(SARABANDE IN B MINOR / GUITAR FLAMENCO)

15. REALIZATION
16. FURY
17. “I’LL TELL YOU SOMETHING”
DIALOGUE - BOB HOSKINS, STEPHEN DAVIES

18. TAKEN
19. “LADIES AND GENTLEMEN
I’M NOT A POLITICIAN”
DIALOGUE - BOB HOSKINS

In the history of British post war cinema a number of films
have captured the zeitgeist of the dramatic and rapid era
of social change that took place over half-a-century in
this country . Ealing’s Passport To Pimlico (1949) where
residents throw off the shackles of post-war austerity
and declare independence. Saturday Night And Sunday
Morning (1960), Albert Finney as working class rebel
Arthur Seaton who won’t let the bastards grind him down.
Alfie (1966), Michael Caine in the title role as the sex
obsessed working class playboy whose carefree lifestyle
falls apart in the seedy background to ‘swinging London’.
One year into Margaret Thatcher’s first premiership
came The Long Good Friday (1980), a film that perfectly
anticipated the future decade, capturing many of the ethics
of ‘Thatcherism’ (a remarkable feat considering it had been
actually written before her rise to power). Its prescience is
further underlined by its depiction of London’s industrial
wasteland, the then defunct Thames docks and their
potential for regrowth.
Screen writer Barrie Keefe was a reporter on The Stratford
Express in the 1960s when gangsters still ruled London’s
East End. Using this experience he penned what would
become one of the truly great British gangster thrillers,
rated as the 21st best British film of the 20th century in a BFI
1999 survey. Viewed today, 35 years after its release, The
Long Good Friday remains like all classic films completely
timeless. With its two outstanding leads, Bob Hoskins and
Helen Mirren both stepping up to the cinematic big time,
compelling direction by John Mackenzie and filmed against
a background of London about to undergo massive change,
this is a cinematic milestone.

Another major factor that makes the film still so loved after
all these years is Francis Monkman’s dazzlingly crafted
score. Films from the late 70s and early 80s can now prove
unwatchable with their murky and deeply synth laden
sounds but like everything else related to this production
in acting and directing the music delivers symmetry with a
perfect blend of musicianship. If, in the future a poll is taken
of the 100 Greatest British Film Themes, The Long Good
Friday will surely be a major entrant.
Francis Monkman’s musical career is classically based as an
accomplished multi-instrumentalist and composer but after
graduating from the Royal Academy Of Music he formed
Curved Air in 1970, one of the defining British progressive
rock bands. After a run of three top 20 albums he reverted
to becoming one of London’s top session men but still
returning to his roots with appearances at the Royal Albert
Hall and other classical stages. In 1979 he joined the ‘super
session-men group’ Sky, a line-up of outstanding musicians
that included John Williams on guitar, Herbie Flowers on
bass, Tristan Fry on drums and Kevin Peek on guitar. The
first two albums from this virtuoso stellar line-up delivered a
number nine and number one album respectively with both
releases enjoying over a year on the charts. These musicians
remained an important element for this soundtrack, all bar
John Williams featuring on the December 1979 recording
sessions at the capital’s home of film music recording, C.T.S.
Wembley.
When Harold Shand steps off Concorde and walks
menacingly through Heathrow Airport Bob Hoskins delivers
a silent acting class of fearsome power. Don’t get in this

man’s way. Alone that would be more than enough but the
addition of ‘Harold’s Theme’ to his strutting walk completes
the picture as does the score for the rest of the film. Having
been out of catalogue for many years this is a welcome
return for such a defining soundtrack and now with the
addition of many of the film’s articulate and forceful pieces
of dialogue.
Peter Compton
October 2015

“THE LONG GOOD FRIDAY”
MUSIC NOTES BY
FRANCIS MONKMAN

THE LONG GOOD FRIDAY THEME
There are three sub-themes on which the music is based;
call them a), b), and c). a) rises, b) falls, and c) may be
described as being the sum of a) and b). There is also an
‘undecided’ theme, a bit of a red herring, d), which revolves
about itself.... On with the action:

OVERTURE
“Now we’re going to tell you a story”. After feint introductions
from a) and then b), c) sets off in a jaunty seven. a) is heard
slowly rising in the violas. Most of the rest of this track
concerns d), until b) closes the episode as its victims’ bodies
are being dumped on a lonely road. (Originally, the film
opened with a longer sequence involving helicopter shots
etc. which was later cut, but you can still hear the first two
minutes music over the closing credits.)

THE SCENE IS SET
Four sequences on film, for our purposes cut into one. In the
first, Jeff, having concluded his deal with Councillor Harris, is spat
at by his taxi-man’s widow, while Razors looks on. Next, at the
airport, Harold Shand returns from his ‘business trip’ (because of
the film’s structure, and the deliberately unglamourized way in
which the music was sequenced, ‘Harold’s Theme” only appears
fully twice in the entire film, and the second time accompanies
his downfall!). Then, on to dockland.

AT THE POOL

DISCOVERY

In the film this series of sequences is intercut with scenes
at the boat party (remember ‘real friends’?), and at the
church service attended by Harold’s mum. Colin makes
his lonely assignation, only to find that it conceals steel.

Back from the river trip, Harold learns of Colin’s death - but
First, a table of cut glass, shortly before its reduction to
why should anyone want to kill Colin? Next, a car ride to meet
flying splinters. The mood changes: Jeff is trying to woo
the police-chief (recently at the boat-party). Razors asks, Victoria, who happens to be his boss’s lady. As she says,
‘’Who do we know who could be big enough to take us on?”
“saved by the bell”. We made the next (FX) track for the
scene where some of Harold’s underworld chums are being
suspended upside-down in the icehouse. On its own it
sounds refreshingly intergalactic, so we decided (different
we) to put it on the album.

THE ICE HOUSE

TALKING TO THE POLICE
This track, used as ‘car radio’ background during the
Brixton sequence, was originally named simply “Brixton
Reggae”. Then it was given a vocal track at ultra-short
notice by Bob Hoskins playing Harold Shand playing
Bob Hoskins...

GUITAR INTERLUDES

REALIZATION

FURY

TAKEN

Two guitar pieces (background, eating-style) from the
indomitable Kevin Peek. The first is a Sarabande by Bach,
the second, a fIamenco-type improvisation of great gusto.
Both these pieces are based on sub-theme b).

Now that bombs are going off in front of Harold’s “Yanks”,
he and Victoria realise their predicament. She realises he is
carrying a gun. Suddenly everything seems hopeless. Shots
of stockpiled explosives. Good Friday draws to a painful close.

It turns out Jeff went behind Harold’s back, covered up, and
now Harold’s gang is being decimated. Harold storms about
his boat, waiting for the luckless Jeff to arrive (only a few
seconds of this music are used in the film). After Jeff’s murder,
Harold takes a ‘purifying’ shower while Victoria burns his
bloody clothes. For a while it seems as if they have found new
will and purpose. Harold blasts a few of the opposition at their
stock-car racetrack, and then proceeds to the Savoy in style.

Everybody, from Councillor Harris, who has his workforce
to consider, to the Americans, who are taking the next
plane out, is against him. But Harold is ready to take on the
whole world. He climbs into his limo, as he thinks...

My many thanks to the musicians, who co-operated greatly, and
especially to Ian Hamer, who, as copyist, faced my self-imposed five
day deadline with fortitude, and his brother George, who assembled
everybody, John R. for remaining calm throughout, and G.W.
- Francis Monkman Composed And Conducted By Francis Monkman
Recorded At C.T.S. Wembley On December 12th / 18th / 20th 1979
Recording Engineer: John Richards
Produced By Graham Walker and Francis Monkman
Musicians:
Saxes - Ronnie Aspery, Stan Sulzmann
Guitar - Kevin Peek
Bass Guitar - Herbie Flowers
Drums - Hal Fisher
Percussion - Tristram Fry
Piano - Tommy Eyre
Orchestra Leader - Ken Sillito
Trumpet & Copyist - Ian Hamer
All titles published by Umlaut Corporation
Executive producers for Silva Screen Records Ltd:
Reynold D’Silva and David Stoner
Album mastering - Rick Clark
Release co-ordination - Pete Compton
Informant - Grant Francis
Artwork - Stuart Ford
Thanks to Francis Monkman, Brian Shingles and Marcus Tustin

WHO LIT THE FUSE
THAT TORE HAROLD’S
WORLD APART?
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